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From the number one New York Times best-selling author of You Are a Badass, an in-depth guide

to making the kind of money you've only ever dreamed of. You Are a Badass at Making Money is a

refreshingly frank and entertaining step-by-step guide to overcoming the fears and stumbling blocks

that have kept financial success out of reach and to giving yourself the permission to make the kind

of money you've never made before. Drawing on her own experience of transforming herself - over

just a few years - from a woman with tumbleweeds blowing through her bank account, subsisting

solely on Taco Bell, to a woman who travels the world and stays in five-star luxury hotels, Jen

knows all too well the layers of BS one can get wrapped up in when it comes to money as well as

what it takes to dig your way out. You Are a Badass at Making Money goes in depth on how

powerful thoughts shape our income potential and the ways in which our bank accounts are mirrors

for our bugaboos about money. Written with the same inimitable sass and blunt practicality that

made You Are a Badass an indomitable best seller, You Are a Badass at Making Money combines

hilarious personal essays with life-changing bite-size concepts that anyone can employ to unlock

earning potential and get real results.
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I am 24 years old, and I recently read Jen's first book "You Are A Badass" for the second time.

When I heard about this book, I didn't hesitate to buy it. I'm currently in chapter 4 (out of 13), and I

already see my beliefs and mindset about money changing for the better. I've always grown up



believing that being poor was honorable, that having no money was less risky than being wealthy,

and that having lots of money makes people evil. I'M NOT EVEN HALFWAY THROUGH THE

BOOK, and Jen has rocked my world! Thank you for sharing your experiences and insights into the

world of making friends with money - my life is improving dramatically! New opportunities are

showing up in my life left and right that I had never imagined possible, and it's bringing more money

into my life (yes, legally, morally, and ethically). If you want to know firsthand how to become

wealthy, this book is a MUST BUY!

Jen Sincero's writing style and voice is honestly the first of many self-help/money books that really

cuts through the BS and makes crystal clear sense to me. I read a chapter a day with my morning

coffee, and felt it gave me more energy and vigor than the caffeine itself. Her exercises were

practical and confidence building, and there was no difficulty in understanding how to reach my

financial goals. I've read her first book many times, as well as the audible narration being on

constant play in my car, and would recommend this just the same, if not more. I plan on

downloading the Audible version of this one as well.She talks to you like a girlfriend, and while tough

in the moments that you need to hear it, she's quite entertaining throughout. She peppers the book

with some pretty spectacular stories and metaphors, which keeps you engaged and understanding

the point that she's trying to get across. Basically, this is a book by a woman that has done it all in

the self-help world, read all the books and been to all the ashrams..... but at the end of the day,

she's just like a lot of us, and has a really spectacular ability to digest it and explain it to us in an

easy way.I loved, loved, loved this book, and I'm a little upset it's completed. Rest assured, I ever

meet this woman, I will full on kiss her on the mouth and thank her for the incredible amount of

information and encouragement she has imparted into my life!

love, love, love! entertaining and educational, helpful and fun

Awesome Book and Filled with Great Info

Jen Sincero is smart, funny, and a badass at writing books that help you reach your potential. I

highly recommend buying the audio version, too. Hearing it straight from the author's mouth takes it

up a notch or five.

Love this book! It was really a welcome change to hear about wealth building from a woman's point



of view. They always are from men and this book was refreshing funny and honest. This book will

be one that I will continually read as a reference to remind no myself that I can be a badass at

making money!

I'm a huge fan of Jen Sincero and have been holding my breath in excitement waiting for this book

to arrive. I've been reading the Kindle version all morning and LOVING it. Her stories are

enlightening, her principles are mind expanding, and the entire book is beautifully designed to wake

up your inner money maker. I've already bought copies for my family and friends, and I'm going to

tell my entire fan base to go buy this book. I don't make a dime from saying any of this. I love Jen

and I endorse this terrific book. GO GET IT.
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